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In the fourth book of Talon, James Boschert delivers fast-paced adventures, packed with violent
confrontations and intrepid heroes up against hard odds. Imprisoned for brawling in Acre, a coastal city in
the Kingdom of Jerusalem, Talon and his longtime friend Max are freed by an old mentor from the Order of
the Templars and offered a new mission in the fabled city of Constantinople. There Talon finds that winning
the Emperor's favor obligates him to follow the Emperor to war in a willful expedition to free Byzantine
lands from the Seljuk Turks. And beneath the pageantry of the great city, seditious plans are being fomented
by disaffected aristocrats who have made a reckless deal with Arab pirates to sell the one weapon the
Byzantine Empire has to defend itself, Greek Fire, to an implacable enemy bent upon the Empire's
destruction. Talon and Max will find themselves in a fight for their lives - on the sea in perilous battles, and
in the labyrinthine back streets of Constantinople where Talon must outwit his own kind, the assassins in the
pay of a treacherous alliance.
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From reader reviews:

John Tillery:

The book Greek Fire can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. Exactly why must we leave the good thing like a book Greek Fire? Some of you have a different
opinion about reserve. But one aim this book can give many details for us. It is absolutely suitable. Right
now, try to closer using your book. Knowledge or details that you take for that, you could give for each
other; you may share all of these. Book Greek Fire has simple shape however, you know: it has great and
large function for you. You can seem the enormous world by start and read a publication. So it is very
wonderful.

Michael Burnette:

This Greek Fire book is just not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit you
receive by reading this book is information inside this book incredible fresh, you will get information which
is getting deeper anyone read a lot of information you will get. This particular Greek Fire without we realize
teach the one who looking at it become critical in thinking and analyzing. Don't become worry Greek Fire
can bring once you are and not make your case space or bookshelves' come to be full because you can have it
in your lovely laptop even cell phone. This Greek Fire having very good arrangement in word and layout, so
you will not experience uninterested in reading.

Alex Jose:

Playing with family in a park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with close friends is thing that
usually you may have done when you have spare time, after that why you don't try factor that really opposite
from that. 1 activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you
have been ride on and with addition associated with. Even you love Greek Fire, you may enjoy both. It is
good combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh can occur its
mind hangout men. What? Still don't obtain it, oh come on its named reading friends.

Zachary Connors:

You can obtain this Greek Fire by check out the bookstore or Mall. Only viewing or reviewing it might to be
your solve trouble if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this reserve are various. Not only by
written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In the modern era just like
now, you just looking by your local mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your
personal ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange yourself to make
your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose proper ways for you.
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